The Panacea Photonics Fat Reduction and Detoxification System is more effective in fat reduction than laser products costing thousands of dollars more. The treatments are completely painless and each individual treatment takes only five minutes or less.

The Full Spectrum White light and Violet light units are designed to offer the correct amount of power and the ultimate in portability. We utilize a special combination of proprietary fat reducing and detoxifying botanical extracts and specific amino acid formulations through which the light passes to carry the photonic energy and harmonic attributes of the solutions into the body.

You will find the performance and effectiveness of the Panacea Photonics Fat Reduction and Detoxification System to be unequivocally superior today and for years to come. This will be the device you will turn to most often to accomplish your most effective therapies.

Panacea Photonics light generators are high quality instruments designed and built to offer years of hassle-free operation with exceptional, consistent performance.

Call us today for an in-office demonstration of the most remarkable fat reduction and detoxification therapies available in the world.

Panacea Photonics Aesthetics Systems offer a veritable universe of treatment options.

Changing from one photon therapy to another is fast and easy.

Performance is unequalled by any other system with treatment times of usually 5 minutes or less.

Cost is much lower than lasers.

Outstanding product support.

More treatment options + less treatment time = more money for your practice!!!

Why spend more for less?

Ultimate Performance
Ultimate Portability
Ultimate Profitability
Ultimate Durability
Ultimate Warranty

30030 Scenic Byway Road
Henderson, MN 56044
(952) 873-3725 Office
(952) 873-9759 Mobile
(855) 347-7729 Toll Free
www.panaceaphotonics.com

LOSE INCHES NOW!!!
How Does the Panacea Photonics Fat Reduction and Detoxification System Work?

High intensity photons are capable of carrying the harmonics or vibrational frequencies of the healing energies of our Panacea liquid formulation vials through which they pass. Carefully selected light frequencies carry varying amounts of harmonic energies into the tissues with which they come in contact. The high intensity photons act as "energy transporters" to carry the vibrational frequencies of the botanical liquid concentrates and impart those fat reducing vibrational frequencies into the adipose retaining areas (fatty deposits) resulting in cellular discharge of fatty material and subsequent systemic elimination.

The Panacea Photonics Fat Reduction and Detoxification System combines the best of Western medical photon technology with the purest natural botanicals, herbs, and amino acids to produce a bio-treatment system that represents the best combination of modern and ancient practices.

Using high intensity photons as carrier waves to transport the harmonic signatures of 100% natural botanicals and amino acids into the body results in safe and natural fat reduction with zero negative side effects.

The Panacea Photonics Fat Reduction and Detoxification System utilizes Full Spectrum White light and Violet light generators combined with liquid-filled vials to facilitate the release of fatty cellular material through the cell membrane where it can then be eliminated from the body through the body’s natural cleansing mechanisms.

PAIN

01 - Pain relief for acute, sub-acute and recurrent pain related conditions.
02 - Pain relief for all pain levels plus powerful anti-inflammatory botanicals for the reduction of swelling and inflammation.
03 - Pain reduction and highly soothing botanicals to aid in the recovery of the cells. Deep muscle pain reduction and also used in conjunction with the #4 vial for the reduction of neuralgia, neuritis and neuropathy pain presentations.
04 - Pain reduction and energizing botanicals to empower and motivate the cells for faster recovery. Excellent for nerve pain/neuralgia/neuropathies - all types.
05 - Oral Cavity relief for canker sores, cold sores/fever blisters, gum & tooth pain and to aid in the treatment of gum disease. Also helps for cuts or wounds to the lips, tongue or oral cavity area.

CURRENT BOTANICAL VIAL SYSTEMS

11 - Formulated to address chronic inflammatory responses and assist the auto-immune system against mycoplasma (fungi/molds/yeasts) invasion.
12 - Formulated to work with Vial #11 to address chronic inflammatory responses and assist the immune system's resistance to mycoplasma invasion.
13 - Formulated to work and synergize with Vials #11 & 12.
14 - Detoxification - Designed for systemic detoxification utilizing acupuncture meridians.
15 - Anti-Herpes - Targets the Herpes Simplex 1 and 2 viruses to relieve associated symptoms.
16 - Anti-Shingles - Designed to treat Shingles. Often results in immediate remission of Shingles virus and helps reduce pain and speed recovery.
17 - Anti-viral - Designed to eliminate warts and other viral associated disorders.
18 - Anti-Gout - Designed to reduce the pain and inflammation associated with gout.
19 - Sikka Cell - Formulated to reduce pain, fatigue and potential infection.
20 - Neural Regeneration - Designed to assist the body in repairing nerve degeneration.
21 - Immune Support - Designed to support and strengthen the immune system.
22 - HIV/AIDS - Designed to strengthen immune response.
23 - Lyme Disease - Designed to strengthen immune response and assist in pathogen removal.
24 - Anti-Morphea - Designed to reduce the appearance of topical scleroderma.
25 - Anti-fungal - Primarily used with the Quantum 1000V violet light in the treatment of skin, fingernail and toenail fungal infections.
26 - Fat Burning - Designed to liquify body fat.
27 - Energy - Formulated to increase muscle mass, increase energy reserves and speed recovery post workout.
28 - Anti-Depression - Contains botanical blends traditionally used to create a more peaceful and relaxed state of being.
29 - Anti-Coughs - Cold - Flu - Contains botanical blends traditionally used to combat coughs, colds and flu-like occurrences.
30 - Asthma - Lung & Nasal Congestion - Contains botanical blends traditionally used to help clear airways and reduce congestion.
31 - MS - Contains botanical blends designed to stop the advance and possibly reverse the effects of multiple sclerosis.

The Panacea Photonics Fat Reduction and Detoxification System consists of Full Spectrum White light and Violet light systems featuring our proprietary heat dissipation technology allowing the light generators to operate continuously without shutoff for cooling of the diodes.

The Panacea Photonics Fat Reduction and Detoxification System provides the fastest and easiest way to reduce unwanted fat with superior ease of use. Switching from one Panacea photon vial therapy to another is fast and easy.

Full Spectrum White light and Violet light generators and our proprietary botanical formulations produce the superior results for which our totally unique fat reduction systems have become known. You'll be amazed at the simplicity of operation and consistent results.

The Panacea Photonics Fat Reduction and Detoxification System come complete with everything you need to get started immediately: two Panacea Quantum 1000 light generators; User Manual and Treatment Protocol Guide; four Lithium Ion DC rechargeable batteries; external auxiliary recharger; and our “Panacea Live” assist phone number.